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ENERGY DEPENDENCE OF THE FRAGMENTATIONOF THE AU PROJECTILE IN AU-EMULSIONINTERACTIONSA. D¡browska, B. WosiekInstitute of Nulear PhysisKawiory 26a, 30-055 Kraków, Polandand C.J. WaddingtonUniversity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN, USA(Reeived November 11, 1999)The fragmentation of gold nulei interating in nulear emulsions isstudied over the energy range of 0.1 to 10.6 GeV/nuleon. Di�erent frag-mentation proesses are seleted and investigated. The probability of �ssionof the gold nuleus strongly dereases with inreasing beam energy. On theother hand, spallation proesses do not show a signi�ant energy depen-dene. At low inident energies nulear multifragmentation only oursin rather entral Au-Emulsion interations, while at 10.6 GeV/nuleon itis also observed in more peripheral ollisions. The statistial propertiesof the multifragmentation events are studied. It is found that the meh-anism responsible for gold multifragmentation is di�erent than for otherfragmentation proesses, although no evidene suggesting the presene ofa liquid-gas phase transition is found. Among Au-Emulsion interations at10.6 GeV/nuleon we also observe a small fration of events in whih theprojetile gold nuleus is ompletely broken into singly harged fragments.Suh events are not seen at lower energies. These interations are themost entral ollisions and are aompanied by a onsiderable produtionof seondary partiles.PACS numbers: 25.75.+r, 29.40.Rg1. IntrodutionIn high-energy ollisions between heavy nulei a lot of energy is avail-able. This energy may be used to reate new partiles or to split both theprojetile and target nulei into nulear fragments. In low energy ollisions,E0 < 1 GeV/nuleon, the proess of partile prodution is suppressed and(725)



726 A. D¡browska, B. Wosiek, C.J. Waddingtononly in higher energy ollisions an there be opious prodution of pions,due to interations between the individual nuleons of the olliding nulei.On a muh longer time sale, de-exitation of the residual projetile and tar-get nulei ours, aompanied by the emission of nulear fragments. Thislatter proess, alled nulear fragmentation, may lead to a variety of �nalstates, haraterized by di�erent multipliities and sizes of the fragments.For many years the proess of nulear fragmentation has been an ative�eld of researh. Despite numerous experimental and theoretial studies itis still not learly understood. This may be explained by the fat that nu-lear fragmentation is not a unique dynamial proess but various underlyingmehanisms ome into play, leading to di�erent fragmentation modes.The fragmentation of gold projetiles interating with target nulei hasbeen studied at energies below 1 GeV/nuleon in experiments employing sev-eral di�erent tehniques. Experiments utilizing either plasti detetors [1,2℄or forward spetrometer [3℄ have a limited aeptane for the detetion oflight fragments, Z < 6. On the other hand more exlusive experiments usingTime Projetion Chambers [4, 5℄ detet light fragments e�iently, but aresomewhat less e�ient for heavier fragments. In addition, they have limitedgeometrial aeptane. The study presented here is based on data obtainedwith the nulear emulsion tehnique. This tehnique allows for a ompletedetetion of all projetile fragments with harge Z � 1, and is well suited tostudy of all the possible fragmentation hannels. The priniple limitations ofthe emulsion tehnique are the low event statistis and the unertainty in thetarget mass assignment due to the omposite nature of the emulsion target,whih is a mixture of Ag, Br, O, N, and H nulei. Nevertheless, the apabil-ity of the emulsion to reord all the projetile fragments, irrespetive of theirharge, or emission angle, makes emulsion experiments superior, or at leastompetitive, for these studies, to other experimental tehniques. The highenergy Au-Emulsion data, presented here, were obtained by the Kraków�Louisiana�Minnesota (KLM) Collaboration, who exposed nulear emulsionstaks to beams of gold nulei aelerated to an energy of 10.6 GeV/nuleonat the BNL�AGS (Exp. E868) [6�12℄. Lower energy data were taken byWaddington and Freier [13℄ at the Lawrene Berkeley Laboratory using Aunulei from the Bevala with an energy of 991 MeV/nuleon inident on theemulsion target.Some results on the energy dependene of the gold projetile fragmenta-tion have already been published by the KLM Collaboration [6, 7℄ showingthat gold nulei are more violently disrupted at 10.6 GeV/nuleon thanbelow 1 GeV/nuleon. Here we present results from detailed analyses of sev-eral di�erent modes of fragmentation. The aim of this study is to show thatvarious underlying dynamial mehanisms are responsible for suh fragmen-tation proesses as spallation or multifragmentation. The paper is organized



Energy Dependene of the Fragmentation of the Au Projetile in: : : 727as follows. In the next Setion we give a brief summary of the experimentaldetails. More information on these details an be found elsewhere [7, 9, 12℄.Setion 3 disusses the �ssion of the gold nulei, while Setion 4 desribesthe energy dependene of the general harateristis of the gold fragmen-tation proess. The studies presented in the following Setions onentrateon seleted fragmentation modes, from spallation (Setion 5) through multi-fragmentation (Setion 6) up to the omplete disassembly of the gold nulei(Setion 7). Setion 8 presents the summary and onlusions.2. Experimental dataA number of staks of BR-2 nulear emulsion pelliles were exposed atthe BNL AGS to a beam of 10.6 GeV/nuleon gold ions. Gold-emulsioninterations were found by mirosope sanning along the traks produedby inident gold nulei in order to obtain a sample with a minimum seletionbias. The measured ross setion for harge hanging interations was found[12℄ to be in reasonable agreement with the alulated harge hanging rosssetion [14℄ suggesting that the sanning had an e�ieny of the order of95 � 2 %. Those interations that ould have been missed would generallybe of the sort haraterized by small harge hanges and low multipliities,not multifragmentation or �ssion events.Partiles observed being emitted from the interations an be dividedinto three ategories: fragments of the target nuleus, multiply harged(Z � 2) fragments of the projetile nuleus and fast singly harged par-tiles. Target fragments were distinguished from the projetile fragments bytheir low energies, in ontrast to the projetile fragments, whih emerge fromthe interations with the same energy per nuleon as that of the inominggold nulei. Furthermore, target fragments are emitted nearly isotropiallyin the laboratory system (target at rest, or moving slowly) while projetilefragments are strongly ollimated in the forward beam diretion. Singlyharged partiles inlude produed partiles, mostly pions, as well as singlyharged projetile fragments, both spetators and partiipant protons. Thenumber of singly harged projetile fragments, the so alled number of re-leased protons, although it may also inlude some deuterons and tritons,an be determined from harge onservation. However, these singly hargedfragments annot be separated from the produed partiles on a partile-by-partile basis. It is also not possible to distinguish partiipant protonsfrom the singly harged spetators emitted from the projetile. Helium frag-ments, on the other hand, an be readily distinguished from other fragmentsby their distintive grain densities. The harges of the projetile fragmentshave been determined by Æ-ray ounts with an auray that is estimated tobe better than 5% over the entire harge range ( Z = 3� 79). The following



728 A. D¡browska, B. Wosiek, C.J. Waddingtonanalysis is based on a sample of 1089 gold-emulsion interations for whihthe emission angles of all the partiles have been measured.We have ompared these high energy interations with a set of low en-ergy interations analyzed previously by Waddington and Freier [13℄ whoexposed staks of Ilford G5 emulsion pelliles to gold nulei with an inidentenergy of 991 MeV/nuleon. At this low energy the gold nulei are rapidlyslowed down by ionization losses while traversing the emulsion medium, andan be brought to rest if they do not interat. Therefore, the energies ofinterating gold nulei ranged between the inident 991 MeV/nuleon andzero. The energy of eah projetile nuleus at the interation point wasdetermined by range measurements. For this study only these events areonsidered for whih the projetile energy was above 100 MeV/nuleon. Thegold-emulsion interations below 100 MeV/nuleon had an average energyof (15:6 � 5:5) MeV/nuleon. This is lose to the binding energy, and pre-sumably these interations tend to proeed via an intermediate ompositenuleus rather than involving strong nuleon�nuleon interations. The an-alyzed data set onsisted of 386 interations overing the energy from 100to 991 MeV/nuleon. The same measurement proedures were applied asfor the 10.6 GeV/nuleon data, with the exeption that the emission angleswere not determined.We de�ne for eah interation the following quantities:Nf � number of projetile fragments with Z � 3,N� � number of projetile helium fragments, Z = 2,Np � number of singly harged fragments released from the projetile:Np = ZAu � 2�N� �PNfi=1 Zi,Nh � number of target fragments,N� � number of produed singly harged partiles: N� = Ns�Np, where Ns isthe number of singly harged minimum ionizing partiles measured in eahevent,Z � harge of the fragment,Z1 � harge of the heaviest fragment in an event,Zb � the sum of the harges of all fragments with Z � 2 in an event:Zb =PNfi=1 Zi + 2�N�,�, ' � polar and azimuthal emission angles measured for every harged partile(available only for high energy data).



Energy Dependene of the Fragmentation of the Au Projetile in: : : 7293. Fission of gold nuleiAmong the low energy gold-emulsion interations some 7% were observedin whih the projetile was broken into just two massive fragments whih ar-ried all or most of the projetile harge. These interations were interpretedas examples of �ssion of the inident gold nulei. The probability of observ-ing an interation with two heavy fragments Z1 and Z2, where Z1 � Z2 � 20and j �Z j= ZAu� (Z1+Z2) � 5 was measured to be (6:7� 1:3)%. In [6,7℄we reported that suh interations were pratially absent in the high energydata. To on�rm this observation we have performed additional sanningand found in a sample of 2177 Au-Emulsion interations only 15 events sat-isfying the above seletion riteria. This leads to a probability for �ssion-likeevents of (0:69� 0:18)%, about an order of magnitude smaller than that atlow energy. The orresponding ross setions for �ssion of gold nulei are147 � 27 mb at low energy and 19:1 � 5:4 mb at high energy. It should benoted that emulsion sanning for �ssion events is 100% e�ient, due to thevery distintive nature of the interation. Hene, the observed derease ofthe ross setion for �ssion of gold projetile with inreasing energy is a reale�et. The same suppression of �ssion at high energy is also observed if theanalysis is limited to symmetri �ssion, i.e. those interations for whih theasymmetry S � 0:2, where S = (Z1 �Z2)=(Z1 +Z2). For symmetri �ssionthe orresponding yields are (4:1 � 1:0)% at low energy and (0:46� 0:15)%at high energy. We have also heked that the relative yields for �ssionare independent of the j �Z j value, for �Z ranging from 2 to 7. Thissuppression of �ssion at high energy is presumably due to the fat that inhigh-energy interations, the projetile nulei are exited to higher energiesand other fragmentation modes, e.g. multifragmentation beome favored.Interestingly, at the muh higher energy of 158 GeV/nuleon a ross setionof some 340 mb was observed for the �ssion of lead nulei interating withthe lead target [15℄. A large ross setion for the �ssion of lead nulei wasalso measured by the NA50 Collaboration in lead interations with di�er-ent target nulei at 158 GeV/nuleon [16℄. This large �ssion ross setionis explained by the inreased yield of Coulomb �ssion events. However, atenergies of the order of 10 GeV/nuleon the ross setion for Coulomb �ssionof gold nulei is negligible, sine the energy that ould be transferred to theprojetile via an eletromagneti exitation mehanism would be insu�ientto ause �ssion [17℄.For the following analyses the �ssion events, de�ned by Z1 � Z2 � 20and j �Z j� 5, have been exluded from both data sets.



730 A. D¡browska, B. Wosiek, C.J. Waddington4. Charateristis of the gold fragmentationIn order to study the energy dependene of di�erent quantities hara-terizing the fragmentation of the gold nulei, the low energy data samplehas been divided into 4 subsamples, orresponding to four di�erent energyintervals, eah with approximately the same statistial weight. The 10.6GeV/nuleon data set represents the highest energy sample in this study.

Fig. 1. Energy dependene of: (a) � mean fragment harge, hZi, and the averageharge of the heaviest fragment, hZ1i; (b) � average number of released protons,hNpi; () � average numbers of helium, hN�i, and heavier fragments,hNfi; (d) �probabilities of events with a single light fragment, PL, and a single heavy fragment,PH . Lines are �ts to the experimental data linear in lnE0.



Energy Dependene of the Fragmentation of the Au Projetile in: : : 731In Fig. 1(a) the mean harge of the fragments with Z � 3 and the meanharge of the heaviest fragment hZ1i are shown as a funtion of the ini-dent energy. It an be seen that both hZi and hZ1i derease with inreasingenergy. As might be expeted from harge onservation, the opposite isseen for the average number of released protons, hNpi, whih strongly in-reases with energy (see Fig. 1(b)). The average number of fragments withZ � 3, hNf i, slightly dereases with energy (Fig. 1()). Also in Fig. 1() theinrease of the mean number of helium fragments, hN�i, an be observedin the energy range up to about 1 GeV/nuleon, whih is not ontinued tohigher energies. This suggests that hN�i reahes a maximum at some inter-mediate energy. In Fig. 1(d) we plot the energy dependene of the frationsof events with a single light fragment, PL (events with Nf = 1; Z � 15),and with a single heavy fragment, PH (events with Nf = 1; Z � 30) on E0.It an be seen that PL inreases with inreasing energy, while PH dereaseswith inreasing energy. The data on the energy dependene of hZi, hZ1i,hNpi, hNf i, PL and PH all show that higher beam energy generally resultsin a more omplete disruption of the projetile gold nulei.The relatively small numbers of low energy events prevents a more de-tailed analysis of the fragment numbers and harge distributions in restritedenergy intervals. Therefore, in the subsequent studies, the low energy datasample is treated as a single set with an average energy for the interatinggold nulei of 0.64 GeV/nuleon and a median energy of 0.62 GeV/nuleon.The average values of di�erent measured quantities for the low and highenergy data sets are listed in Table I. TABLE ICharateristis of gold fragmentation for low and high energy full data setshE0i = 0:64 GeV/nuleon E0 = 10:6 GeV/nuleonNev 360 1083hN�i 0:48� 0:13 50:53� 1:98hNpi 15:94� 0:89 29:74� 0:71hN�i 5:21� 0:20 4:37� 0:09hNf i 2:30� 0:08 1:91� 0:04hZi 22:92� 0:89 21:21� 0:54hZ1i 44:62� 1:36 38:08� 0:84hZbi 63:06� 0:89 49:26� 0:71hZ�b i - 62:83� 0:51Comparison of these values re�et the systemati dependenies with en-ergy illustrated in Fig. 1(a)�(). One an also see that in high energy gold-emulsion interations there is opious partile prodution, with an average



732 A. D¡browska, B. Wosiek, C.J. Waddingtonnumber of reated harged partiles of � 50 per event, whereas at low energythere is little if any partile prodution. In Fig. 2 we plot the mean hargeof fragments, hZi, with Z � 3 as a funtion of fragment multipliity, Nf , forboth data sets. Obviously hZi dereases with inreasing Nf due to hargeonservation. However, in interations with Nf < 5 we observe that, moreheavy fragments are emitted at low energy than at high energy. The hargeyields of Nf fragments as well as the distributions of the heaviest fragments,Z1 have been disussed previously [7, 10℄.

Fig. 2. Mean harge of fragments, hZi, as a funtion of fragment multipliityat hE0i = 0:64 GeV/nuleon (open squares) and at E0=10.6 GeV/nuleon (fullsquares).The quantity Zb, the bound harge, is related to the size of the exitedprojetile spetator nuleus. Therefore, it should re�et the entrality of theollision and an be used as a measure of the impat parameter; larger Zbvalues should orrespond to larger impat parameters and to more peripheralollisions. The size of the projetile spetator remnant is a measure of thegeometry of the ollision, and, therefore, for a given ollision system, itshould be independent of the projetile energy. Di�erent projetile energieslead to di�erent exitations of the spetator remnant, and ,thus, in�uene itsdeay, but not the size. Nevertheless, we do observe that hZbi is signi�antlysmaller at 10.6 GeV/nuleon (see Table I) than at 0.64 GeV/nuleon. TheZb distributions shown in Fig. 3(a) also depend on the energy. However,we de�ned Zb as the sum of the harges of fragments with Z � 2, thusit is a measure of the size of the projetile spetator remnant, redued bythe number of singly harged fragments. Therefore, the above di�erenes



Energy Dependene of the Fragmentation of the Au Projetile in: : : 733ould be due to the energy dependene of the number of singly hargedspetators whih are not inluded in Zb. More preisely, one an assumethat at high energy larger numbers of singly harged spetators are emittedfrom the projetile than at lower energy. This assumption is onsistentwith our earlier observation of a more violent disruption of the projetilenuleus at the high beam energy, and with the observed di�erene in themean number of singly harged partiles released from the projetile, hNpi,see Table I. However, Np, as it was de�ned in Setion 2, inludes bothspetators and partiipant nuleons. The number of partiipants shouldnot depend strongly on the inident energy, sine in this energy range theinelasti ross setion is only weakly dependent on the energy. So, the largervalues of hNpi at high energy may be explained by a larger ontribution ofsingly harged spetators.

Fig. 3. (a) � Comparison of the Zb distributions for low (open squares) and high(full squares) energy interations. (b) � Comparison of the Zb distribution (opensquares) measured for low energy interations and the modi�ed (see text) Z�b (fullsquares) obtained at high energy.We have examined this explanation for the di�erenes observed in theZb distributions (Fig. 3(a)) by adding some of the Np partiles reordedin 10.6 GeV/nuleon ollisions to Zb. We make use of the fat that singly



734 A. D¡browska, B. Wosiek, C.J. Waddington

Fig. 4. Correlations between the fragment with the maximum harge observed inan event, Z1, and Zb at 0.64 GeV/nuleon (a) and at 10.6 GeV/nuleon (b).harged spetators are generally emitted at smaller angles than partiipants,whih su�ered an energy loss and aquired some transverse momentum dueto the interations with target nuleons. We have seleted as spetatorsonly those singly harged partiles whih were emitted in a very narrowforward one, � � �0. For �0, the value of 0.0283 rad has been hosen,orresponding to 2.5 times the average emission angle for singly hargedspetators (h�i = 0:12=E0, [18℄). Then we de�ne for high energy events amodi�ed measure of the bound harge:Z�b = Zb +Ns(� � �0): (1)The quantity hZ�b i de�ned above oinides numerially with hZbi measuredat low energy (Table I) and the distributions, P (Z�b ) at 10.6 GeV/nuleon



Energy Dependene of the Fragmentation of the Au Projetile in: : : 735and P (Zb) at 0.64 GeV/nuleon are now very similar, as is shown inFig. 3(b). Therefore, our riterion for hoosing high energy spetators ap-parently selets, on an event-by-event basis, a fration that is the exess overthe number of spetators at low energy. Consequently we will always use Z�bfor the 10.6 GeV/nuleon data and Zb for the low energy data as a measureof the size of the projetile spetator, but for simpliity the supersript '*'will be omitted in what follows.In Fig. 4 the orrelation between the highest harge of fragment ob-served in an event, Z1, and Zb is shown for Au-Emulsion interations at0.64 GeV/nuleon (Fig. 4(a)) and at 10.6 GeV/nuleon (Fig. 4(b)). Whenompared to the high energy interations those at low energy populate theregion loser to the diagonal (Z1 = Zb). For the low energy data the proba-bility that an event will have large values of both Z1 and Zb is muh higherthan at high energy. On the other hand at high energy we observe moreevents with a relatively light heaviest fragment (Z1 � 20). To summarizethe orrelations shown in Fig. 4 provide further support for the onlusionthat there is a more omplete disruption of the gold nulei at high energythan at low energy. 5. SpallationIn Setion 3 we disussed one exlusive fragmentation hannel, namelythe �ssion of the gold nuleus. This proess ours in peripheral ollisionswhere only a small amount of energy is transferred to the gold projetile(the energy threshold for �ssion of a Au nuleus is of the order of 55 MeV).Peripheral ollisions between two nulei may also lead to another fragmen-tation proess, alled spallation, in whih only a single heavy fragment isprodued. The experimental seletion of the spallation proess is somewhatarbitrary. There is no ommonly aepted de�nition of what is meant by'heavy' fragment. In general, spallation should lead to a fragment whosemass is lose to the projetile mass. One an, however, also onsider the soalled deep spallation proess whih may produe a somewhat lighter frag-ment. Fig. 5 shows the harge spetrum for all the high energy interationsin whih only one fragment with Z � 3 was emitted. Despite the large�utuations, two distint lasses of events an be seen. In the �rst, at lowharges, the fragment yield dereases with inreasing fragment harge. Inthe seond, at higher harges, the opposite e�et is seen, with the fragmentyield inreasing with inreasing harge. It is natural to assume that thesetwo lasses of events orrespond to di�erent fragmentation mehanisms. Thebehavior of the harge yield shown in Fig. 5 provides some guidane for thede�nition of light and heavy fragments. We assume that a heavy fragment isone with Z � 30, and onsequently de�ne spallation events as those in whih
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Fig. 5. Yields of fragments with Z � 3 for events with Nf = 1 at the energy of10.6 GeV/nuleon. Lines are added to guide the eye to the two di�erent lasses ofevents.

Fig. 6. Distributions of Zb for spallation events at E0=10.6 GeV/nuleon (fullsquares) and at hE0i=0.62 GeV/nuleon (open squares).
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Fig. 7. Frequeny distributions of the number of helium fragments, N�, for spalla-tion events at hE0i=0.62 GeV/nuleon (open squares) and at E0=10.6 GeV/nuleon(full squares).just one (Nf = 1) suh heavy fragment is emitted. The average harateris-tis of spallation interations for the low and high energy data samples arelisted in Table II. It an be seen that the probability of the nulear spal-lation does not exhibit a strong energy dependene. We an onlude thatfor spallation the hypothesis of limiting fragmentation is validated abovean energy of 0.6 GeV/nuleon. This onlusion is supported by the energyindependene of the Zb distributions for those spallation events shown inFig. 6. The multipliity distributions of the � partiles in these events areompared in Fig. 7, and are also essentially energy independent, exept atthe lowest multipliities. A omparison of the fragment harge yields, Fig. 8,shows that there are more events with very heavy fragments (Z > 74) atlower energy than at 10.6 GeV/nuleon. This feature is re�eted in the largervalue of hZi at low energy for these spallation events than at high energy,Table II. It appears that the harge spetrum is steeper for the low energydata ompared to that at high energy, although the low event statistis donot allow for a more quanti�ed onlusion.
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Fig. 8. Charge yields, P(Z), for spallation events as a funtion of Z athE0i=0.62 GeV/nuleon (open squares) and at E0=10.6 GeV/nuleon (fullsquares). Exponential �ts to eah energy are shown. TABLE IICharateristis of gold fragmentation for low and high energy spallation eventshE0i = 0:62 GeV/nuleon E0 = 10:6 GeV/nuleonNev 135 355p(%) 0:38� 0:03 0:33� 0:02hN�i 0:04� 0:04 8:83� 0:55hNpi 3:38� 0:41 7:81� 0:45hN�i 2:62� 0:19 2:34� 0:12hZi 70:41� 0:67 66:53� 0:62hZbi 75:62� 0:41 75:96� 0:266. MultifragmentationIn more entral nuleus-nuleus ollisions the exited projetile remnantaquires more energy and therefore an be shattered into many small nulearfragments. The break-up of the projetile into a large number of relativelysmall fragments is alled multifragmentation. This proess has attrated alot of interest due to its possible relation to the liquid-gas phase transition
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Fig. 9. Distributions of Zb for multifragmentation events at E0=10.6 GeV/nuleon(full squares) and at hE0i=0.71 GeV/nuleon (open squares). TABLE IIICharateristis of gold fragmentation for low and high energy multifragmentationevents. hE0i = 0:71 GeV/nuleon E0 = 10:6 GeV/nuleonNev 51 148p(%) 0:14� 0:02 0:14� 0:01hN�i 1:35� 0:56 56:78� 2:75hNpi 34:25� 1:66 42:68� 0:73hN�i 9:29� 0:39 6:77� 0:20hNf i 4:37� 0:16 3:82� 0:08hZi 5:98� 0:23 5:97� 0:13hZ1i 9:59� 0:51 9:52� 0:27hZbi 44:75� 1:66 57:60� 0:65of nulear matter in nulear interations [4,19-23℄. We selet this type ofevent from our data set by requiring the emission of more than two lightfragments with 2 < Z � 15. Charateristis of the seleted multifragmen-tation events are listed in Table III for the both the low and high energy
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Fig. 10. Frequeny distributions of the number of helium fragments, N�,for multifragmention events at hE0i=0.71 GeV/nuleon (open squares) and atE0=10.6 GeV/nuleon (full squares).data. It should be noted that for the low energy data set the mean energyfor multifragmentation interations is somewhat higher than the mean en-ergy of spallation events. The probability of multifragmentation events is� 14%, independently of the beam energy. Unlike nulear spallation, theharateristis of multifragmentation show a relatively strong energy depen-dene. The value of hZbi is smaller at the lower energy and more heliumfragments are produed than at 10.6 GeV/nuleon. The di�erenes shown inTable III an also be seen in the distributions of several observables. Fig. 9ompares the Zb distributions. One an see that the high energy distributionis shifted to larger Zb values. This indiates that at high energy, the proessof multifragmentation may our in less entral ollisions than at low energy.This may be due to the fat that the projetile spetator remnant is moreexited at high inident energy and, therefore, even in a peripheral ollision,it an aquire enough energy to undergo multifragmentation. The frequenydistributions of helium fragments (Fig. 10) show an opposite tendeny, withmore alpha partiles being emitted at low energy than at high energy.In [22℄ multifragmentation has been studied for gold projetiles withenergies of 200-980 MeV/nuleon. However, the plasti detetor tehniqueused in this experiment limited the analysis to fragments with harge greaterthan Z = 5, and thus exluded some 55% of all the light fragments



Energy Dependene of the Fragmentation of the Au Projetile in: : : 741(3 � Z < 6) we use to de�ne multifragmentation.. The results of this studysupported the hypothesis that multifragmentation is a statistial proess.In partiular it was shown that the multipliity distributions of fragmentswith 6 � Z � 15 follow a Poissonian behavior and that angular orrela-tions in the plane perpendiular to the beam diretion are onsistent withthe random emission of light fragments. It is interesting to see whether thesame onlusions an be drawn from the analysis of all light fragments, in-luding the most abundant ones with Z < 6, and if the statistial nature ofmultifragmentation is also valid at energies as high as 10.6 GeV/nuleon.

Fig. 11. Multipliity distributions of Nf fragments for multifragmentation eventswith the Poisson �ts at hE0i = 0:71 GeV/nuleon (open squares) and at E0 =10:6 GeV/nuleon (full squares).In Fig. 11 the multipliity distributions for fragments with 3 � Z � 15are shown for our multifragmentation events. They are reasonably well �ttedby Poisson funtions (�2=ndf = 1:74 at energies below 1 GeV/nuleon and0.18 for 10.6 GeV/nuleon data). The distribution of the relative azimuthalangles, �', where ' is the angle in the plane perpendiular to the beamdiretion, is shown in Fig. 12(a) for 10.6 GeV/nuleon fragments in multi-fragmentation events. This distribution is pratially uniform, suggestingan isotropi emission of these fragments. In ontrast the same distributionfor non-multifragmentation events, seleted as those in whih at least twofragments with Z > 15 are emitted, is learly peaked at large �' values
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Fig. 12. Distributions for the projetile energy of 10.6 GeV/nuleon of relativeazimuthal angles between fragments emitted in multifragmentation events (a), andin non-multifragmentation events (b).(Fig. 12(b)). The azimuthal asymmetry oe�ient, A, de�ned asA = R �=20 N(�')d�' � R ��=2N(�')d�'R �0 N(�')d�' ; (2)is lose to zero for the multifragmentation results shown in Fig. 12(a), A =�0:06 � 0:05, in ontrast to the value of A = 0:7 � 0:1, alulated for non-multifragmentation events (Fig. 12(b)). Clearly the mehanism responsiblefor multifragmentation is di�erent than that involved in other fragmentationproesses. This near isotropy, observed for the multifragmentation event,suggest that there are not many events in whih two light fragments areemitted from some exited initial fragment, suh as two Li from a C, or twoBe from an O.We have also investigated the harge orrelations between the light frag-ments emitted in multifragmentation events. The harge orrelation funtionis de�ned as C(Z1; Z2) = hNZ1NZ2i � hNZ1ihNZ2iphNZ1ihNZ2i : (3)The orrelation funtion was alulated in bins of two harges for themultifragmentation events. For these events the e�ets due to harge on-
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Fig. 13. Charge orrelations C(Z1; Z2 = Z1) (a), and C(Z1; Z2 6= Z1 (b) as a fun-tion of Z1 at hE0i=0.71 GeV/nuleon (open squares) and at E0=10.6 GeV/nuleon(full squares).servation should be relatively minor, sine the mean fragment harge (orhZbi) is small in omparison to the projetile harge (see Table III). There-fore, if the fragment harges are statistially unorrelated we expet thatC(Z1, Z2) = 0 for Z1 6= Z2. The upper plot in Fig. 13 shows values of theorrelation funtion for Z1 = Z2, whih do show evidene for a orrelation,for both data samples. The bottom plot presents C(Z1, Z2 6= Z1) averagedover all Z2 6= Z1. It an be seen that indeed the C(Z1, Z2 6= Z1) valuesare onsistent with zero (Fig. 13(b)), indiating no orrelation between thefragment harges. Atually, the fat that pratially all the measured val-ues are negative re�ets the presene of weak anti-orrelations, due to theresidual e�ets of harge onservation. In ontrast, the diagonal elementsof the orrelation funtion, depited in Fig. 13(a), are positive and lose tounity. One would expet C(Z1, Z1) = 1 for a Poissonian distribution of thefrequeny of fragments with a given harge.The harge distributions of light fragments are ompared in Fig. 14. InFig. 14(a) the distributions are shown in a double logarithmi representa-tion with power law �ts, P (Z) � Z�� . The �tted � values are respetively1:9� 0:1 and 1:5� 0:2 for the high and low energy data respetively. Thesevalues of the � oe�ients are signi�antly smaller than that of � = 2:3expeted when a liquid-gas transition takes plae in nulear matter [24,25℄.
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Fig. 14. Charge distributions of Nf fragments for multifragmentation events athE0i = 0:71 GeV/nuleon (open squares) and at E0 = 10:6 GeV/nuleon (fullsquares). The lines are exponential (a), and power law (b) �ts to the data.It should also be noted that the quality of the power law �t is poor for the10.6 GeV/nuleon data (�2=ndf = 3:5). Indeed, our data show that the P(Z)distributions an also be desribed by an exponential, P (Z) � e��Z , whihis illustrated by a semilogarithmi representation in Fig. 14(b). The �ttedvalues for � are 0:28 � 0:02 for 10.6 GeV/nuleon and 0:23 � 0:03 for lowenergy multifragmentation events. Our data on the fragment harge distri-butions do not allow us to draw a lear distintion between the two funtionalforms. The power law funtion provides a better �t to the low energy data(�2=ndf = 0:3 as ompared to �2=ndf = 3:5 for 10.6 GeV/nuleon sample),whereas the opposite is observed for the exponential �ts (�2=ndf = 1:9 forlow energy and 1.4 for 10.6 GeV/nuleon).7. Total disassembly of the gold projetileOne an expet that when the projetile nuleus is exited to very highenergies it may undergo a omplete disruption into the smallest nulearfragments, i.e. nuleons. In our low energy data we observed no events inwhih only singly harged partiles were emitted. Note, that, sine we onlymeasure the fragment harges, this deay hannel inludes deuterons andtritons as well as protons. About 2 GeV of energy has to be aquired bythe projetile in order to overome the binding energy of the gold nuleus.



Energy Dependene of the Fragmentation of the Au Projetile in: : : 745Either that amount of energy an not be transferred to the projetile atlow beam energy, or at least the probability of suh events is too low to beobserved in our relatively small sample. At 10.6 GeV/nuleon the situationis kinematially more favorable and we observe 1:3� 0:4% of events havingonly singly harged fragments. These are the most entral ollisions of thegold projetile with heavy emulsion nulei. They are also haraterized bylarge target exitation (mean number of target fragments, hNhi = 11:0�0:7as ompared to the average Nh of 8:3 � 0:3 for all gold-emulsion intera-tions) and large partile prodution. The average multipliity of produedpartiles measured for these events is hN�i = 247 � 11 ompared to theaverage of 51 � 2 for all minimum bias events. The number of projetilespetators (de�ned as Ns(� � 0:0283 rad) is only � 19 per event, indiatingthat the majority of the projetile nuleons interated with the target andtherefore were emitted at large angles with respet to the beam diretion.In Fig. 15 the pseudorapidity distribution, dN=d� (� = � ln tan �=2), of allsingly harged minimum ionizing partiles for these most entral events isompared to the same distribution obtained for all events in the inlusivesample of high energy. An inrease of the partile prodution in entralevents is observed in the � range below � � 5, with the peak value exeeding�6 times the peak value measured in minimum bias Au-Emulsion ollisions.

Fig. 15. Pseudorapidity distributions of singly harged partiles for inlusive data(histogram) and for interations with only singly harged fragments (rosses) atthe energy of 10.6 GeV/nuleon.



746 A. D¡browska, B. Wosiek, C.J. Waddington8. Summary and onlusionsThe fragmentation of gold projetile nulei, interating with target nuleiin emulsion, was studied over the energy range 0.1�10.6 GeV/nuleon.The suppression of the �ssion of gold nulei at an energy of 10.6 GeV/nuleon relative to that at lower energies, reported earlier [6,7℄, is on�rmedon the basis of muh larger event statistis.The average harateristis of fragmentation proesses other than �ssion,show that at high beam energy the disruption of the projetile nuleus ismore severe than at low energy. Unfortunately, the low event statistis inthe energy ranging from 0.1�1 GeV/nuleon prevented a detailed, systematistudy of various fragmentation proesses as a funtion of primary energy. Asa result the analysis of di�erent fragmentation hannels was limited to twosamples of Au-Emulsion interations, a high energy sample and a low energysample. For this low energy sample the inident energies ranged from 0.1 to1 GeV/nuleon, with an average energy of 0.64 GeV/nuleon.Spallation proesses leading to the emission of a single heavy fragment(Z � 30) do not show a signi�ant energy dependene. These proessesonstitute about 35% of all events and are assumed to represent peripheralAu-Emulsion interations.In more entral ollisions the emission of several relatively light fragmentsfrom the exited projetile remnant is observed. These, so alled multifrag-mentation proesses were seleted by requiring the presene of at least threefragments with harges 3 � Z � 15. They represent about 14% of all eventsirrespetively of the primary energy. The omparison of the distributions ofthe total harge bound in the projetile remnant shows that at high energythe multifragmentation proesses our in less entral interations than inthe low energy interations. This suggests that the projetile nuleus anbe exited to higher energies at high beam energy. Detailed analysis ofmultifragmentation events shows that they an be explained by assuming astatistial probability for the emission of the fragments. In partiular frag-ment frequeny distributions are found to be onsistent with a poissonianspetrum and no orrelations between fragment harges are observed. Fur-thermore, the distribution of the relative angles in the plane perpendiularto the beam axis supports the hypothesis of isotropi fragment emission.These observations and the results of the study of harge yields in multi-fragmentation events provide no evidene for the presene of a liquid-gasphase transition.At high beam energy we observe events in whih the energy transferredto the gold projetile is su�ient to ause its breakup into the smallest nu-lear piees, hydrogen, deuterium and tritium nulei. In about 1% of theinterations reorded at 10.6 GeV/nuleon we observe only singly harged
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